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David Cameron is to play in
a Downing Street
showpiece football game to
show the Government’s
support for west London’s
initiative to counter
radicalisation and gang
culture
Pictures: Richard Austin and
SWNS, inset

ROCK legend Brian May and TV
star Anita Dobson are quitting
their west London home after
blaming basement-building
neighbours and Kensington and
Chelsea council for driving them
out and ‘ruining their lives’.
The Queen guitarist and his

wife are to move to the country
after a scathing attack on the
council for allowing so many
iceberg homes in their
neighbourhood.
May claims that living with

home extensions by “basement-
building Barbarians” has
become so stressful that one of
his neighbours died from
nervous exhaustion.

Rock legend’s
basement exit

BY GEOFF BAKER
geoff@londonweeklynews.co.uk

PRIME Minister David Cameron is
to play in a football match in Down-
ing Street with teenagers from a
west-London gang-busting project as
the Government backs its pioneer-
ing drive against radicalisation.
The Premier is to join a team of

youngsters in a game against a

youth side from Molenbeek, the Bel-
gian town at the centre of recent ter-
ror atrocities.
The show match will be held in

the street outside No 10 to show that
the Government is getting behind
plans to roll out the scheme all over
London. The Kensington-based
Unity of Faiths Foundation’s Foot-
ball for Unity project, hailed for
scoring new futures for more than a
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thousand disadvantaged
teenagers in west Lon-
don, is to be spread
across the capital as the
smart new game plan
against the city’s prob-
lem with gangs, knife
crime and radicalisa-
tion.
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HUNDREDS of thousands of
motorists face paying £24 for
driving in central London after
Labour’s new mayor proposed
an extra charge on polluting
cars. 
The £12.50 ‘toxic tax’ would

be paid on top of the £11.50
congestion charge to penalise
motorists whose cars belch out
the most toxic fumes. 
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Toxic tax fears

RUMOURS that Formula One
Grand Prix motor racing could
take over the streets of London
as soon as next year have been
rubbished by City Hall chiefs,
after the sport’s chief executive
hinted that he believed a deal
could be done.
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